
 

Rake and Plow on your Forgeworks Mash/Lauter Tun

We offer a Rake and Plow option on our  7, 10 and 15bbl Mash
Dome Lid upgrade to support the gearmotor
dome top,  and the 10 & 15bbl versions are equipped with underscreen CIP capability.
 
Our Rake and Plow equipment utilizes SEW E
Nema rated VFD's. 

Like everything we do at Forgeworks,  we give you several options on how
Cut-Off switch will be accessed.  For a soft hose connection brewhouse,  we typically mount the VFD 
to the Mash Tun in a user friendly location, for immediate access, and where you can view the action 
of stirring your grain bed and graining out.
sub-control panel accessible either from the platform, or standing in front of the brewhouse.  This 
option is popular when also equipping your brewhouse with Process Piping, and any o
that utilize controls.   

We have designs and have built a Rake and Plow system for a 7bbl Mash/Lauter Tun,  and typically 
build this equipment into two of out every ten 10bbl Mash Tuns.  
built with a Rake and Plow.  

 

Rake and Plow on your Forgeworks Mash/Lauter Tun

We offer a Rake and Plow option on our  7, 10 and 15bbl Mash/Lauter Tuns. 
to support the gearmotor.   Each size will have a CIP Spray Ball connection on the 

top,  and the 10 & 15bbl versions are equipped with underscreen CIP capability.

Our Rake and Plow equipment utilizes SEW EURODRIVE Gearmotors and

Like everything we do at Forgeworks,  we give you several options on how
Off switch will be accessed.  For a soft hose connection brewhouse,  we typically mount the VFD 

to the Mash Tun in a user friendly location, for immediate access, and where you can view the action 
raining out.  We also offer an option to incorporate the VFD on either a 

control panel accessible either from the platform, or standing in front of the brewhouse.  This 
option is popular when also equipping your brewhouse with Process Piping, and any o

We have designs and have built a Rake and Plow system for a 7bbl Mash/Lauter Tun,  and typically 
build this equipment into two of out every ten 10bbl Mash Tuns.  Nearly every 15bbl brewhouse is 

Rake and Plow on your Forgeworks Mash/Lauter Tun 

 

/Lauter Tuns. This feature requires a 
Each size will have a CIP Spray Ball connection on the 

top,  and the 10 & 15bbl versions are equipped with underscreen CIP capability. 

RODRIVE Gearmotors and the SEW EURODRIVE 

Like everything we do at Forgeworks,  we give you several options on how the VFD and Emergency 
Off switch will be accessed.  For a soft hose connection brewhouse,  we typically mount the VFD 

to the Mash Tun in a user friendly location, for immediate access, and where you can view the action 
We also offer an option to incorporate the VFD on either a 

control panel accessible either from the platform, or standing in front of the brewhouse.  This 
option is popular when also equipping your brewhouse with Process Piping, and any other features 

We have designs and have built a Rake and Plow system for a 7bbl Mash/Lauter Tun,  and typically 
Nearly every 15bbl brewhouse is 



When considering a Rake and Plow system in Brewhouses smaller than 15bbl,  analyze the 
investment versus efficiency realized from adding this option to your equipment.  On 7 and 10bbl 
Brewhouses,  these Mash Tuns are small enough for the brewer to effectively work the grain bed with 
a brewer's paddle,  achieve target efficiencies, and alleviate channeling and dry pockets.   Equally as 
workable,  grain out is performed with reasonable physical effort and labor time (with utilization of a 
brewer's hoe. 

 

Advantages: 
-Potential Increased Efficiencies 
-Labor Savings on multiple brew days, especially working solo 
-Less Physical 
-Approaching a must have on 15bbl  
-Quick and Easy Grain-Out 

Disadvantages:  

-On Mash/Lauter Tuns smaller than 10bbl, working (2) brews per week,  recovering the additional 
investment can be a challenge, and may take 5+ years. 
-Additional Electricity Costs 
-Additional Safety Concerns,  Lock out-Tag Out 
-Removing the False-Floor Screens for deep cleaning is more difficult 

 


